ferent. He claims that the virtues are like the parts of the human face (the eyes, nose, mouth, and so on). As parts of the face they are united, but they are very different from one another. Moreover, one can possess one of the virtues without having them all. For example, Protagoras thinks it is clear that a person might well possess the virtue of courage and lack the virtue of wisdom.
In response to Protagoras, Socrates seems to argue that the virtues are very strongly interconnected. In fact, he seems to suggest that the virtues are all names for the same thing, Virtue. Obviously, if this is true, one could not possess one virtue without having them all. In the course of the dialogue, Socrates looks at Protagoras's own example of courage and wisdom and shows through his dialectic that courage and wisdom cannot be separated since a person who possesses courage must also possess knowledge.
In his essay "The Unity of the Virtues in the Protagoras," Gregory Vlastos identifies three different ways to understand Plato's view about the unity of the virtues. 2 The first view (the unity thesis) and the second view (the similarity thesis) seem to suggest that the virtues themselves are identical or, at least, logically linked. While these two views seem to echo Plato's comments that all the virtues are forms of Virtue, Vlastos sees the real position Plato endorses in the third thesis: the biconditionality thesis. According to this view, while the virtues themselves are distinct and name different qualities, instances of them all must be found in the same person if that person is virtuous. That is to say, a truly virtuous person must possess instances of all the virtues in order to be virtuous. Thus, instances of all the virtues are necessarily connected in the virtuous man.
Aristotle was obviously influenced by Plato's views about the virtues. In fact, in Book VI, Chapter 13 of the Nicomachean Ethics he comments: This is why some say that all the virtues are forms of practical wisdom, and why Socrates in one respect was on the right track while in another he went astray; in thinking that all the virtues were forms of practical wisdom he was wrong, but in saying they implied practical wisdom he was right. This is confirmed by the fact that even now all men, when they define virtue, after naming the state of character and its objects add "that (state) which is in accordance with the right rule"; now the right rule is that which is in accordance with practical wisdom . (1144b15f.) This passage clearly links the virtues with practical wisdom and indicates that any virtue requires practical wisdom in the person possessing it. A few lines later, Aristotle makes an even stronger claim:
It is clear, then, from what has been said, that it is not possible to be good in the strict sense without practical wisdom, nor practically wise without moral virtue. But in this way we may also refute the dialectical argument whereby it might be contended that the virtues exist in separation from each other; the same man, it might be said, is not best equipped by nature for all the virtues, so that he will have already acquired one when he has not yet acquired another. This is possible in respect of the natural virtues, but not in respect of those in respect of which a man is called without qualification good; for with the presence of the one quality, practical wisdom, will be given all the virtues. And it is plain that, even if it were of no practical value, we should have needed it because it is the virtue of the part of us in question; plain too that the choice will not be right without practical wisdom any more than without virtue; for the one determines the end and the other makes us do the things that lead to the end. (1144b30f.)
The passage is clear in stating a unity to the virtues in the sense that one who possesses practical wisdom will possess all the virtues. It seems to echo Plato's view as explained by Vlastos that the virtues are united in the virtuous person.
In order to understand Aristotle's claim (and subsequent medieval reactions to it), we must briefly examine what Aristotle means by practical wisdom.
According to Aristotle, there are two sets of virtues: intellectual and moral. 3 The intellectual virtues are five in number: scientific knowledge, intuitive knowledge, philosophical wisdom, art, and practical wisdom. Putting aside art, which is the intellectual virtue of making, the other virtues involve either theoretical (speculative) reason or practical (deliberative) reason. Scientific wisdom, for example, looks to necessary, unchanging truths; its subject matter is eternal objects. 4 Similarly, intuitive reason and philosophical wisdom concern unchanging objects or principles. In contrast, practical wisdom concerns the changing objects and truths of the world. It is, in fact, the capacity to deliberate well about the means for obtaining goals in the world. And it acts in the world in connection with the moral virtues. While it appears that there is no set number of them, Aristotle treats such moral virtues as justice, courage, and great-soulness.
At the root of Aristotle's division between the intellectual and moral virtues are two opposed tendencies. On the one hand, there is a desire to separate human beings as thinking beings from human beings as acting beings. On the other hand, Aristotle wants to unite these two aspects of human beings. Perhaps as a legacy from Plato, Aristotle sees human beings as beings who contemplate eternal truths. Indeed, in Book X of the Nicomachean Ethics Aristotle sees this aspect of human beings as the most valuable part of human nature -a part that make human beings "god-like."
5 Yet, Aristotle also sees human beings as beings concerned with acting in the changing world. And since human beings are rational animals, they can bring reasoning to their actions in the world. In essence, practical wisdom (and its inferior forms) connects human beings as reasoning beings with their acting in the world. As an intellectual virtue, practical wisdom is thus unusual in comparison to scientific knowledge, intuitive wisdom, and philosophical wisdom. 6 It connects the activities of the intellect with their impact in the changing world of action.
For Aristotle, practical wisdom must be developed; it is an acquired rather than a natural virtue. 7 There is, however, no clear route to the development of practical wisdom that all human beings follow.
8 Each person is born with certain natural virtues (dispositions) in a certain environment. In general, one begins the development of moral virtues by following the societal example one is exposed to. Imitative practice of the actions of these exemplars perhaps leads one in the proper direction, but it should be apparent that mere imitation is insufficient to develop any virtue. The actions one performs to develop any virtue must be modified by the individual to fit the person's natural tendencies and circumstances. For example, what a person born as rash will do to cultivate the virtue of courage will differ from what the person born shy will do. One must also learn how to generalize appropriately from both successes and failures, for these are the grounds for developing the behaviors appropriate to the various virtues. Practical wisdom for Aristotle seems then to be a general ability to determine in any circumstance what is the appropriate action that will lead one to one's happiness (eudaimonia). Since Aristotle sees the virtues as the way happiness is achieved, practical wisdom is the ability to determine in any circumstance how to act virtuously, i.e., how to act in line with the virtues relevant to the circumstances.
Given this understanding of practical wisdom, one can easily see why Aristotle would maintain that there could be no virtues without practical wisdom nor could there be practical wisdom without virtues. Since the development of moral virtues is the means by which practical wisdom is developed, one could not have practical wisdom without developing the virtues. And, since acting in accordance with a virtue requires the appropriate knowledge of what should be done in the cir-cumstances there cannot be moral virtues without practical wisdom. Of course, one might see here a paradox since it appears that one must have a virtue before developing the capacity to have a virtue, i.e., one must, for instance, have courage before developing the necessary capacity to know how to act courageously. While Aristotle seems aware of the difficulty, it seems not to concern him because he thinks that Ethics is only a rough and ready discipline and not subject to the rigors of scientific demonstration. To flesh out his point, one can point to the paradox of learning to play the lute. In order to learn to play the lute, one must play the lute (however badly). From the mistakes and successes in practice one makes, one becomes better and better at playing the lute. Eventually (for some) one learns to play the lute and such knowledge informs one's lute playing. Paradoxically, then, one must play the lute to learn to play the lute.
Moreover, given Aristotle's understanding of practical wisdom, one can understand why he would think that "with practical wisdom all the virtues are given." If one has developed the intellectual capacity to know what the appropriate action is in any circumstance (which is what the possession of practical wisdom comes to), one will act with the appropriate virtue in any circumstance. One will act with courage when courage is appropriate, with justice when that is appropriate, with great-soulness appropriately, and so on.
It is important to note that Aristotle's view that practical wisdom gives rise to all the virtues points to a critical aspect of Aristotle's view about action. Aristotle's view of the will is not well developed. Perhaps due to the influence of Plato, Aristotle seemed to think that the will carries out the determinations of the intellect.
9 It makes little sense to Aristotle to think that one's intellect can determine that one will act in a certain way and one's will not carry out this determination. His notion of weakness of will, in fact, bears this out.
10
One suffers from weakness of will when one knows that one should perform some action, but one has not developed one's character so that one will do what one thinks one should do.
One follows instead what one wants to do and this intellectual determination determines one's will and what one does. Aristotle is very clear that the person of practical wisdom does not fall prey to weakness of will. If one possesses practical wisdom, by the nature of its development, one has developed oneself into the type of person who acts as he thinks he should act (to achieve happiness). As we shall see, Scotus does not share Aristotle's view that the will merely executes the determinations of the intellect and this fact features prominently in his modifications of Aristotle's views about the virtues.
ii Like Aristotle, Scotus claims that moral virtues are developed from repeated acts. Similarly, in agreement with Aristotle, he thinks that virtues come from good habits and that vices come from the practice of bad habits.
11 Interestingly, he seems to claim that at least intellectual habits can be formed from a single act. In the normal development of the moral virtues, repeated acts are required to produce the habits leading to virtues.
In agreement with Aristotle, Scotus thinks that the performance of an act in accordance with virtue requires "right reason" as well as right time, right place, right manner, and right end.
12 Right reason involves knowing that the act to be performed is something that fits with the relevant virtue in the specific circumstances. Scotus calls the knowledge of what is required for acting in accord with the virtue a "proper prudence." The notion of a proper prudence is very important for Scotus's view about the moral virtues. In the first place, the notion is his way of acknowledging the diversity among the moral virtues. Courage is a different virtue from, say, temperance, and the acts corresponding to each virtue differ considerably. Thus the "right reason" associated with a virtue like courage -e.g., act forcefully in dangerous circumstances -will be very different from the right reason associated with temperance -e.g., eat and drink with moderation. There can be no one virtue of prudence that consists of all the right reasons peculiar to each virtue. 13 Secondly, the proper prudences are developed from an individual's practice of the acts intended to lead to the virtues. Thus they reflect the conditions of an individual and the individual's experiences in the world. Hence, the proper prudence for courage associated with, say, Achilles who was born with semi-divine strength, near invulnerability, and a bellicose nature will differ considerably from the proper prudence of courage for, say, Ulysses who was born vulnerable and clever. Thus the proper prudences for Scotus reflect many of the elements of Aristotle's thoughts about the development and variability of the virtues I have described above.
Unlike many of his predecessors, Scotus thinks that the moral virtues are located in the will, which he calls the seat of the moral virtues.
14 To a large extent, this placement of the moral virtues in the will emphasizes Scotus's view that the moral virtues are developed by the practice of acts. Since the will moves the agent to its actions, molding the will to direct the agent in performing appropriate actions is critical to both the development and the execution of the moral virtues. 13 As we shall see, the general habit of prudence Scotus discusses only virtually includes the proper prudences and the right reasons associated with them. Virtual inclusion does not mean that the general habit of prudence consists of the conjunction of the right reasons of the proper prudences.
14 See Ordinatio III, distinction 33, question unica (Vatican Edition, Volume 10, 141 f.). [Duns Scotus on the Will and Morality, 318 and following.] Thomas Aquinas held that prudence and faith are in the intellect; justice, hope, and charity are in the will; and temperance and courage are in the sensory appetites. See Adams, op. cit., 500.
Of course, since acting in accordance with right reason is an essential part of a moral virtue and part of what a proper prudence is, proper prudences of moral virtues must be in the intellect. 15 It seems on Scotus's view that through practice an individual learns the right dictate associated with a particular proper prudence and trains the will to follow the right dictate of the proper prudence. As a rational faculty, the will in a virtuous person acts with the right reason of the intellect associated with a proper prudence to cause a person to act virtuously in a particular circumstance. Since the will is a voluntary power, however, the will (even of a virtuous person) can choose not to follow the right dictate of a proper prudence in a particular circumstance. That is to say, according to Scotus, a human being who has cultivated a particular virtue retains the power not to act in accord with that virtue. As he claims in Ordinatio I, distinction 17, virtues incline but do not determine the will.
16
Scotus contrasts proper prudences with a "general habit of prudence": How all these "prudences" form one habit and how all habits of geometry pertain to one universal science has been explained in my first question on Bk. VI of the Metaphysics, for one should understand this not as a formal but as a virtual unity. Just as a habit which is about a first subject is formally one by reason of that subject, and is virtually concerned with all those things contained in that first subject, though it 15 The "right reason" associated with a moral virtue is the most impor- is not formally about them, so this habit, which is formally about some end of certain actions, is virtually, but not formally, concerned with all of these possible actions, the practical knowledge of which is virtually included in that end. And so, by extending the name "prudence" to that habit which is an understanding of first practical principles, that prudence, which is formally one in itself, is virtually concerned with all the virtues.
17
Scotus does not talk at great length about this "general habit" of prudence, unfortunately. It is clear from what he says in this passage, however, that he is motivated to posit it because he thinks there is some unity to the virtues and that this unity involves an understanding of first practical principles. Described this way, Scotus's general habit of prudence seems very similar to what I described above as Aristotle's notion of practical wisdom. While there is no explicit identification by Scotus of this general habit of prudence with practical wisdom, it seems reasonable to identify them. Both seem to be an intellectual capacity to develop the rules by which one can develop and act in accord with the moral virtues. If we think of the general habit of prudence as a capacity and emphasize the comparison Scotus makes between the general habit of prudence and the one universal science containing all the habits of geometry, we can think that the general habit of prudence is generated in the intellect when-ever any proper prudence is developed in the individual. This thesis can be reformulated as the two-fold maxim: (A) no moral virtues without prudence and (B) no prudence without moral virtue. Given the way Scotus defines moral virtue, any moral virtue requires prudence since the performance of any moral virtue requires knowledge of the right dictate associated with the particular virtue. Unless one has developed the proper prudence connected with the virtue, one cannot perform the virtuous actions falling under that virtue. There seems to be general agreement among commentators on Scotus that he does accept this first (A) part of the Aristotelian maxim.
20
It is, however, important to emphasize a complexity to the maxim. Given Aristotle's views about the development and performance of the virtues, it is clear that practical wisdom is presupposed by both moral virtues as well as virtuous acts. That is to say, in order for one to have a particular virtue, e.g., courage, one must have practical wisdom; but it is also the case that one must have practical wisdom in order to perform a virtuous act, e.g., an act of the virtue courage. Aristotle seems to think that one cannot have any moral virtue until one has practical wisdom and with practical wisdom all the moral virtues are found in the virtuous individual. Many reject Aristotle's view on this matter, claiming that moral virtues can be developed independently of each other, but this seems to be his view. 21 Moreover, Aristotle regards virtues as states of character, which an individual possesses even when the individual does not exercise the moral virtues.
22
So, for Aristotle, the existence of practical wisdom entails the existence of the moral virtues, even if the agent is not performing virtuous acts. To be sure, when a virtuous individual acts morally the agent acts from the relevant moral virtue, according to Aristotle. But the moral virtues exist in an individual even when no moral acts are performed. The importance of this fact becomes apparent when we look at the second (B) part of the Aristotelian maxim: no prudence without moral virtue.
Lottin As for the second part of the Aristotelian solution (viz., no prudence without moral virtue), Scotus wants to defend the freedom of the will to choose the opposite of what right reason dictates and, by its control over the intellect (see selection 3), the will's ability to turn the intellect's consideration to sophistical reasons or to irrelevant matters -"lest that actual displeasure remain that consists in that remorse for choosing the opposite of what one knows to be right." This habit, generated by correct judgments, whether about the means to an end or about the ends themselves (at least certain particular ones which are properly speaking the ends of distinct moral virtues and where perhaps there is no other judgmental habit about such ends), is prudence, even though correct choice does not follow. [ It is clear that this passage is talking about proper prudence ("this habit, generated by correct judgments") and indicates that a particular choice (presumably about a particular action) in line with the proper prudence does not need to follow from the possession of a proper prudence. An even stronger passage for Wolter's view occurs at the beginning of the section of the first part of the second article of the question where Scotus's own opinion is found:
As for this article, it could be said that the intellect can have a dictate that is right in an unqualified sense without the will having to choose in conformity to that dictate. And since a single right act of dictating what should be done generates prudence, prudence will exist in the intellect without any moral habit in the will.
27
This passage comes at the beginning of a section that is a long and complicated discussion (402-10) [Vatican edition, Volume 10, 251, n. 76 -258, n. 93] containing a doubt and its solution and two answers -one of which contains an objection and its solution -to one of two questions generated in the section expressing the doubt and solution: "Is the intellectual habit generated without the moral virtue prudence?" Undoubtedly, the complicated nature of the section motivated Wolter to cite in his argument the passage coming at the end of the section (410) [257, n. 92] so as to be sure to express Scotus's real view. There is an oddity about both the passage at the beginning of the section and the passage at the end that Wolter cites. And it is an oddity that has escaped the notice of recent commentators on Scotus's view of the virtues. In both passages, Scotus links not acting in accordance with a moral virtue to the absence of the moral virtue. But given Scotus's views about the moral virtues, a failure to act in accord with a virtue does not indicate that a moral virtue is not present.
Bearing in mind Scotus's adaptation of Aristotle's views about the development of the virtues I have sketched in section II, it appears that Scotus maintains that proper prudences are developed through the practice of relevant acts. Thus, the proper prudence of courage is developed through the performance of courageous acts. There is then a dependence of proper prudences on the performance of appropriate acts. Once a person possesses the relevant proper prudence, a person can possess the relevant virtue and can perform acts in line with the relevant virtue (e.g., possessing the proper prudence for courage one can have the virtue of courage and perform courageous acts).
It is, however, important to emphasize that according to Scotus one might well possess a moral virtue and not act in some circumstances according to it. Moral virtues incline one to action but do not determine one to certain actions.
28
And this is the point that Wolter, following Scotus, emphasizes in showing that Scotus does not endorse the second (B) part of the Aristotelian maxim. Yet, given that there is a lack of necessary connection between the possession of a moral virtue and the performance of acts according to it, the fact that one does not act in accordance with a moral virtue does not show that one does not have the moral virtue.
29 Thus the will's ability to act not in accord with the right dictate of a proper prudence associated with a moral virtue does not demonstrate that one can have a proper prudence but lack the moral virtue connected with it. That is, the will's choosing not to act in accord with a proper prudence does not in fact demonstrate that the second (B) part of Aristotle's maxim is false, contrary to the views of the commentators mentioned above. This is especially true in the case where an individual has developed a moral virtue through repeated acts, has the right dictate associated with the relevant proper prudence, and does not act in accord with the right dictate. This person has the relevant proper prudence as well as the relevant moral virtue but simply does not act in accord with the moral virtue.
If we think about the general habit of prudence Scotus posits, similar lessons emerge. This general habit of prudence is developed through the development of at least one proper prudence. If a person possesses this general habit of prudence, the person must also, then, possess at least one proper prudence associated with a particular moral virtue. Since the proper prudence is a capacity in the intellect to have the right reason necessary for the performance of a particular moral virtue, there seems to be little reason why this capacity would be lost if someone does not act in a particular circumstance in accord with the right reason of the proper prudence. So, the will's ability to not act in accord with a particular right dictate associated with a particular virtue does not show that a person would lack the general habit of prudence nor would it show that there would be a general habit of prudence without the particular proper prudence associated with the moral virtue. It would seem that only where repeated vicious acts create a vice that is the contrary of a moral virtue one has at one time developed could it be the case that the general habit of prudence would exist without the existence of the proper prudence that developed it.
But in the text Scotus clearly moves from the failure to act in accord with a moral virtue to the non-existence of the moral virtue. Why would he do this since it seems in conflict with what he must think is the relationship between proper prudence and acts connected with the corresponding moral virtue?
If we return to the passage at the beginning of the complicated section of Ordinatio III, distinction 36, the sentence And since a single right act of dictating what should be done generates prudence, prudence will exist in the intellect without any moral habit in the will. stands out.
30 Scotus seems to be imagining an unusual situation when one's capacity to generate a proper prudence jumps far ahead of training one's will in line with the moral virtue. For instance, if one were a very acute observer of human eating disorders, one might very well formulate a right reason of a proper prudence connected with temperance -e.g., avoid eating food and drinking alcohol in large quantities -without having cultivated any habits of eating well and avoiding excess in drinking. So one could have the proper prudence of temperance without possessing the moral virtue of prudence. While this situation seems very unlikely, it is certainly possible and would establish the falsity of the second (B) part of the Aristotelian maxim. Yet, its tension with Scotus's view of the need to practice relevant acts to generate the proper prudences is strong. Moreover, it seems to be a case where there is a proper prudence but no action is performed. The passage, however, where Scotus most clearly suggests that we can have prudence without moral virtue (footnote 26 above) talks about actions that are done but not done in accord with the proper prudence. What we seem to require to show that the second (B) part of Aristotle's maxim is not true are acts whose performance shows that the person lacks a particular virtue while possessing prudence. While Scotus does not clearly provide such acts, a type of case reveals itself when we accentuate a tie between Aristotle's and Scotus's views on the formation of the virtues.
Aristotle saw virtues as growing from habits. Through repeated performance of acts of a certain type, we develop the habit of performing this type of action. But a virtue involves a transformation of the person. Not only must a person possessing, say, the virtue of courage perform courageous acts, the person must perform them as a courageous man performs them in order to be said to have the virtue of courage. In discussing the virtue of charity, Scotus indicates that there are four characteristics of the possession of a virtue: delight, ease, quickness, readiness.
32 These characteristics are developed through a long process of practice and probably at different times. For example, one might well be ready to act in a certain way before one is quick in so performing and ease may come even later and delight only much later. If, however, one lacks any of these characteristics, one does not (yet) have the relevant moral virtue. Once we see that the development of a virtue from acts through habits takes considerable time and effort, the gap between forming right dictates of the proper prudence of a moral virtue and possessing the moral virtue becomes obvious. And this gap explains how one can possess prudence (proper prudence) without (a) moral virtue. One might, for example, have learned the right reason associated with a moral virtue but lack delight in performing the acts associated with the virtue ("I'm ready to act forcefully in dangerous circumstances, but I don't enjoy it"). In this case, one would have prudence but lack the relevant moral virtue.
Perhaps Scotus has acts like this in mind when he talks about the will not acting in accordance with a proper pru- dence to show that one may have prudence without moral virtue. If this is the case, Scotus's dismissal of the second (B) part of Aristotle's maxim relies on the fact that the will can choose not to go along with the right dictate associated with a particular moral virtue, but it relies even more on the act of the will displaying characteristics that show the moral virtue is not (yet) present in the will.
iV I have tried to fill in a gap in Scotus's dismissal of the second (B) part of Aristotle's maxim. Interestingly, my discussion demonstrates how faithful Scotus is to Aristotle's views about the virtues -even where Scotus disputes an aspect of it. Scotus seems to try to capture the unity to the moral virtues Aristotle claims is to be achieved through practical wisdom by suggesting that there is a "general habit of prudence" in the intellect. But since Scotus thinks that moral virtues can be developed in isolation from one another -and not together as Aristotle thought -the unity to the moral virtues that the general habit of prudence provides is one of "virtual inclusion," a very weak form of unity. In Scotus's eyes, the real work of developing moral virtues involves the formation of the proper prudences associated with the different moral virtues. These proper prudences can be developed in isolation from one another, but the way they are developed seems the same for each one. Practice of acts of a certain type and reflection on the successes and failures for the individual of acting in certain ways lead to the formation of the right dictate associated with the moral virtues. Parallel to the development of the proper prudences is the training of the will not only to act in conformity with the proper prudence but also to act in the proper way in line with the virtuethe transformation of emotions so critical in distinguishing a mere habit from a virtue. So proper prudences for Scotus do the work in forming moral virtues that Aristotle thought was done through practical wisdom. And it is precisely the details of how acts lead to habits that might lead to virtues if the emotional transformation takes place that allow Scotus to claim that one can have (a proper) prudence without (a) moral virtue. So Scotus's embrace and modification of Aristotle's views about the nature and development of moral virtues allows him to disagree with Aristotle on the necessary connection of prudence and the moral virtues.
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